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INTRODUCTION

ABOUT „SIGNS FOR HANDSHAKES“
Signs for Handshakes is a 2-year project that aims to create sustainable jobs 
through awareness raising and targeted information on Deaf people and Deaf 
culture. The aim is to bring businesses together to network with Deaf young 
people. 

Youth unemployment is a big issue throughout Europe. The path to 
vocational education and the regular, primary labour market for young 
deaf people is still fraught with major barriers and hurdles. The career 
aspirations of Deaf youth do not differ from those of young people 
who can hear and are very varied: occupations in the IT or multimedia 
sector, in health and social work, as a car technician, hairdresser, office 
clerk, massage therapist, accountant, etc. 

This brochure is designed to ensure the sustainability of the project while 
preserving the applicability of the products and content. We have created a 
workshop and a website with a variety of materials (exercises, videos, etc.) in 
which the young people themselves are in the foreground as role models and 
show through their own stories how inclusion in the labour market works. This 
manual is a workshop guide and makes navigating the website easier. The 
materials can be used as preparation for trainers as well as during training. The 
video materials can also be used at home as well to deepen the understanding 
of participants. 

ABOUT THIS BROCHURE
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PRETTY QUIET HERE

In the first part of the workshop, the participants have the opportunity to immerse 
themselves in the world of silence. This part is very practical. Earplugs and 
headphones are distributed to all participants at the start. The participants gain 
a first-hand feeling for what it means to be Deaf and have their first experience 
communicating without spoken language. 

Several exercises have been developed for this part. Both earplugs and headphones 
are worn throughout the exercises. The exercises are carried out entirely without 
spoken language. For example, participants may use mobile phones, the finger 
alphabet (based on cards laid out in advance), pen and paper, pantomime, etc. 
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Immerse yourself in the 
world of silence.

TOOLBOX
Materials required for the exercises:

• acoustic protection (headphones)
• earplugs
• finger alphabet cards 

• mobile phone
• pen
• paper

Additionally: 

Exercise 1: Explain your occupation

The participants introduce themselves to each other 
and try to explain their occupation without using 
spoken language. Pantomime, mobile phone, pen and 
paper can be used in this exercise. 
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Is the finger alphabet the same as a sign language? No, but it is a vital part of 
each and every national sign language. It is mainly used for proper names, but 
also for words and expressions, where there isn‘t any corresponding sign. The 
finger alphabet is not the same throughout the world. 

Exercise 3: Sign Language

The trainer supports the participants as they learn to 
sign different words. (For example: Hello, crying, joy, 
etc.). The participants should come to see that some 
words can be signed or derived in a very intuitive 
“natural” way.

Sign language is an independent language. It is often mistakenly thought that 
sign language is universal and the same in all countries. However sign languages 
actually vary just like spoken languages from country to country and even region 
to region. 

There are over 200 different sign languages around the world. There are 29 in 
Europe alone(1). Sign languages are the natural languages of the hearing impaired 
and Deaf in a country. They have their own grammar and syntax. Gestures and 
facial expressions are also part of the language. 

INFORMATION ABOUT THE FINGER ALPHABET

INFORMATION ABOUT SIGN LANGUAGE

Exercise 2: Finger alphabet

The trainer picks out words that are to be spelled 
using the finger alphabet and demonstrates this to 
the participants. You can find the finger alphabet on 
page 6 and 7 in this brochure. 
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Deaf communities use individual Sign Language names based on specific signs 
and/or gestures. The use of these names is part of Deaf culture. They usually 
refer to a person‘s personal appearance or characteristics, or are related to 
specific hobbies, interests or habits.

Once these exercises have been completed, the first part of the workshop is over. 
Participants may remove their earplugs and headphones.

INFORMATION ABOUT SIGN NAMES

Exercise 4: Sign name

The participants work in the large group and in pairs.  
Three pictures of famous people are shown, and 
suitable sign names found in the group. Afterwards, 
the participants can come together in pairs and 
consider names for each other.

PRETTY QUIET HEREPART 1
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DEAFNESS 

The World Federation of the Deaf is an organisation dedicated to equal rights for 
the 70 million Deaf people worldwide.

Sign language is at the heart of the lives of Deaf people. Sign language 
provides access for the Deaf. Without access, Deaf people are isolated. Full 
implementation of human rights for the Deaf is based on the recognition of 
and respect for Deaf culture and identity.

WORLD FEDERATION OF THE DEAF
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Culture, language & identity

The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities was ratified in 2008 
by 167 states and the EU, including Austria, and states “that all human rights and 
fundamental freedoms are universally valid and indivisible” and that for people 
with disabilities “full enjoyment of rights and freedoms must be guaranteed 
without discrimination”. 

The UN Convention requires among other things: 

• “[...] provision of information intended for the general public in a 
timely manner and without additional costs in accessible formats 
and technologies [...] in sign language”3  

• “[...] facilitation of the learning of sign language and promotion of 
the linguistic identity of the Deaf”4

• “[...] that [...] Deaf or Deaf-blind persons, especially children, be 
educated in languages and forms of communication and with the 
means of communication best suited to the individual and in an 
environment conducive to the best possible educational and social 
development”5

• “People with disabilities have equal rights [...] to the recognition and 
support of their specific cultural and linguistic identity, including 
sign language and Deaf culture.”6

UN CONVENTION
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It is estimated that between 8,000 and 10,000 Deaf people live in Austria. In 
addition, there are 450,000 to 500,000 people who are hearing impaired or 
have acquired deafness. There are no precise figures here because there are 
gradual gradations from hearing impairment to severe hearing impairment and/
or deafness. Worldwide, it is assumed that one in every 1,000 people is Deaf, i.e. 
0.1%7. About 8,000 to 10,000 Deaf people use Austrian Sign Language. Of these, 
about 4,000 Deaf people live in Vienna. The estimated unreported cases are not 
included. 

On 01 September 2005, Austrian Sign Language was recognised as an independent 
language in article 8, paragraph 3 of the Federal Constitution8:   

“Austrian Sign Language is recognised as an independent 
language. The laws shall provide further specification.”

On 1 January 2006, the Federal Disability Equality Act (BGStG) came into force 
with Discrimination Protection/Anti-Discrimination Act. 

• §1 Objective: “The objective [...] is to eliminate or prevent 
discrimination against people with disabilities, thereby ensuring 
the equal participation of people with disabilities in society and 
enabling them to lead a self-determined lifestyle.”9 

• §4(1) Prohibition of discrimination: “No one may be discriminated 
against directly or indirectly because of a disability.”10
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AUSTRIA 
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COCHLEA IMPLANTAT (CI)
A cochlear implant is surgically implanted in the inner ear and sends signals 
along the auditory nerve to the brain where they are subsequently interpreted 
as sound. According to Statistics Austria, in 2015 375 CI operations were carried 
out in Austria. 

SIGN LANGUAGES
Sign languages, like spoken languages, have evolved from their culture and vary 
from country to country. Every sign language is unique and is an expression of a 
culture. Language and culture are closely intertwined, and language is an aspect 
of identity.  It shapes our thinking, acting and feeling. Sign language is the native 
language of Deaf people. 

It is not equivalent to pantomime or body language. Body language is a form 
of non-verbal communication, while sign language consists of clear signs with 
differentiated hand forms. 

DEAFNESS PAGE 11

A hearing aid is a device that is worn behind or in the ear to amplify sound and 
direct it into the ear.

AUDIO INDUCTION LOOP  
An audio induction loop is a technical device that allows a person who does or 
does not customarily wear a hearing aid to use an induction receiver to receive 
audio signals in a space wirelessly via a hearing aid.

HEARING AIDS
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There is a distinction between signing accompanying spoken language and sign 
language as an independent language: 

• Signing accompanying spoken language involves gestures that 
are signed simultaneously with the spoken language - word for 
word. It is a 1:1 implementation of the language spoken in each 
country and differs significantly from sign language itself.

• Sign language as a standalone language has its own grammar 
and syntax, and both gestures and facial expressions are parts of 
the language.

Sign language cannot be compared with the spoken language 1:1, because the 
linguistic structures are different. The German sentence “I am giving you the 
book”, for example, consists of only two signs in Austrian Sign Language. 
Proper names, foreign words and technical terms are usually spelled out with the 
finger alphabet, or new signs are developed (Example: GESTU technical signs11). 

Because Deaf people live in two worlds - among the majority who can hear and 
Deaf society - they can communicate in different ways, either through technical 
aids, an interpreter or a communications assistant, or directly. The choice of the 
mode of communication depends on the particular situation and the linguistic 
competence of the people involved. 
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From a medical perspective, the Deaf are often reduced to their “hearing 
impairment”. The Deaf community, however, defines itself linguistically and 
culturally and not in terms of its members’ inability to hear. It is composed of 
people who use sign language as their primary language. This includes hearing 
children of Deaf parents (CODA- child of Deaf adult), hearing parents of Deaf 
children, (severely) hearing-impaired persons, CI wearers and hearing persons 
who have learned sign language.12   

Sign language is part of their culture and identity. The Deaf community is a 
close-knit community: People meet in clubs, associations, sports organisations 
and social events. Some (deaf) people actively promote the rights of the deaf. The 
Deaf and hearing-impaired also have their own art forms such as sign-language 
poetry and sign-language theatre.

DEAF CULTURE
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ACCESSIBILITY
• Access to information: Websites, TV, newspapers and similar.

• Education: The education system in Austria is still insufficiently developed 
for the Deaf. Although sign language is the native language of Deaf people, 
the focus is predominantly on the oral – spoken – transfer of knowledge. The 
Austrian Federation of the Deaf (ÖGLB) is committed to equal opportunities 
for Deaf people in the Austrian education system, but there are only a small 
number of schools and institutions in Austria that explicitly support the 
Deaf. The Educational Centre for Hearing-Impaired, Deaf, AVWS and Hearing 
Children (BIG) caters for Deaf students but is not run bilingually. 

• Work & employment: 95% of Deaf people work in a hearing-based 
environment. Interpreters are mostly used only for team meetings and 
supervision. The majority work in the low-wage sector or find employment in 
the secondary labour market.

• Police & administration channels: Employees are not obliged to learn 
Austrian Sign Language. Communication is therefore not guaranteed, and 
misunderstandings often occur.

• Medical sector: In Austria, there are only a few clinics and hospitals in which 
staff is able to use sign language:

• The “Barmherzige Brüder” clinic for the Deaf in Vienna and Linz (Upper 
Austria)

• The Health Centre for the Deaf in the public hospital of Salzburg 
• Other hospitals can only be visited with interpreters causing high costs 

and making spontaneous consultations impossible.

• No emergency-call option

• Communication: Since the environment of Deaf people is mostly oriented 
toward spoken language, sign-language interpreting is essential for Deaf 
people in many situations in order to communicate or have handicap-
accessible access to information.

DEAFNESSPART 2
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LIP-READING

Lip-reading is not a language and is extremely difficult to learn. How effective lip-
reading is differs from person to person. On average about 30% of what is said 
can be read from the lips. (Note: Try to say, “Mother, butter” in a mirror without 
using your voice - Can you tell the difference?) 

Some content can be gathered from context, facial expressions and body language.
Lip-reading is particularly difficult in low-light conditions or if the speaker has 
a lot of facial hair. And standing sideways, placing hands on the face, accents 
and regional dialects, complex formulations or specific jargon also complicate 
lip-reading. 

Exercise 5: Lip-reading

2 people are selected from the group. Each person 
gets a card with a sentence on it. The sentences are 
read silently to each other, and the participants try to 
understand the content. 

Inclusion in the workplace has nothing to do with hearing, but with actions. The 
ROLE MODEL videos demonstrate how workplaces can be successfully inclusive. 
The videos can be shown during training, and you will find suitable starting 
points to demonstrate positive, inclusive practices. It is also worthwhile showing 
partner films as all of the materials have been subtitled. If there is not enough 
time during training to show a video, you can refer the participants to the 
website. You can also watch the videos at home.

The videos are about different deaf protagonists who are able to work in various 
professional areas. All videos are available with german, english, slovenian and 
bulgarian subtitles. The role model videos can be accessed via direkt hyperlink 
(click on the picture) or:

www.signsforhandshakes.eu/en/start/rolemodels

INCLUSION IN THE WORKPLACE

DEAFNESSPART 2
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Christian Fischer
Educational assistant

Austria

1
Srečo Dolanc
Pharmacist 

Austria

2
Magdalena Tomczyk
Molecular biologist 

Austria

3

Mevzet Ramovic
Deaf entrepreneur 

Austria

4
Oliver Arth

Federal Ministry 
Austria

5
Sign Time

3D-Animation
Austria

6

Alenka Dobnikar
Personal assistant 

Slovenia

7
Ales Peperko
Goldsmith 
Slovenia

8
Gregor Anderlič

Machine technician
Slovenia

9

Bostjan Jakob
Forest ranger 

Slovenia

10
Arttu Liikamaa
project manager

Finland

11
Brane Kulovic
Car painter 
Slovenia

12
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Damjan Šebjan
Actor 

Slovenia

13
Gaber Rupnik

Chemist 
Slovenia

14
Kinezika

Cosmetics 
Slovenia

15

https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12598/christian-fischer-assistenzpadagoge 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12600/marien-apotheke-offizin-apotheke 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=15526/magdalena-tomczyk-molekularbiologin 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12604/mevzet-ramovic-kfz-technik 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12607/bundesministerium-fur-inneres 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12609/signtime-ubersetzungsdienstleistung 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12554/alenka-dobnikar-personliche-assistenz 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12570/ales-peperko-goldschmied 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12560/-degregor-anderli-maschinentechniker
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12558/bostjan-jakob-forster 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=15393/arttu-liikamaa-projektmanager 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12565/brane-kulovic-karosserie-lackierer 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12584/damjan-ebjan-schauspieler 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12583/gaber-rupnik-chemiker 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12574/kinezika-kosmetika
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Samo Petrac
Massage therapist 

Slovenia

16
Nina Rupnik

Dental technician 
Slovenia

17
Maja Kuzma
Journalist 
Slovenia

18

Marjetka Kulovec
Teacher 
Slovenia

19
TIPK GmbH

TV production 
Slovenia

20
Zaupanje

Provider of personnel 
Slovenia

21

Zlatko Polic Grujic
Warehouse worker 

Slovenia

22
Ministry for Social 

Affairs Vienna 
Austria

23
Alexander Ivanov

Media sector 
Bulgaria

24

Arren
Ski instructor 

25
Deaf People do have 
interesting jobs (1)

26
Deaf People do have 
interesting jobs (2)

27

DEAFNESSPART 2

Frankie
Social worker 

28
Dear Hearing People

29
Mozzeria

Restaurant
USA

30

https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12563/samo-petrac-massage-therapeut
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12714/nina-rupnik-zahntechnikerin
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12588/maja-kuzma-journalistin
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12591/marjetka-kulovec-lehrerin
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12578/tipk-gmbh-tv-produktion
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12580/zaupanje-vertrauen 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12593/zlatko-polic-grujic-lagerarbeiter 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12634/sozialministeriumservice-wien 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12639/alexander-ivanov-medienbranche
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12669/arren-skilehrer
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12642/deaf-people-do-have-interesting-jobs-i 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12647/deaf-people-do-have-interesting-jobs-ii 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12653/frankie-sozialarbeiter
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12657/dear-hearing-people
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12666/mozzeria-restaurant
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Krankenhaus der 
Barmherzigen Brüder

Austria

31
Dian Demirov

Confectionery manager
Bulgaria

32
Kiril Savov
Bartender 
Bulgaria

33

Listen Up
Organisation

Bulgaria

34
Ilona Seifert

Occupational assistant
Austria

35
Lufthansa
Mechanic 
Germany

36

McDonald‘s
Fiji

37
Snezhanka Asenova

Graphic designer
Bulgaria

38
Radostin Angelkov

Pizza Rado
Bulgaria

39
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https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12829/krankenhaus-der-barmherzigen-bruder 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12660/dian-demirov-konditorei-manager 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12663/kiril-savov-barkeeper
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12673/listen-up-foundation
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12676/ilona-seifert-berufsassistenz 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12695/lufthansa-werkzeugmechanikerinnen
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12698/mcdonalds-fiji 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12711/snezhanka-asenova-grafik-designerin 
https://signsforhandshakes.eu/start/rolemodels/?mgi_158=12705/radostin-angelkov-pizza-rado 




YOUTH TOOLKIT

GAINING ATTENTION 
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Collection of materials

There are several ways to get the attention of Deaf people, such as:

• With a gentle touch - usually on the hand or on one shoulder. You 
should never approach a Deaf person from behind or pat them on 
the back, as the person may be startled. It is better to approach 
from the person’s side so you are in their field of vision. 

• Wave your hand
• Vibration caused by stomping your foot on the ground or knocking 

on the table with your hand
• Switch light on and off

The sign-language community has developed its own unique cultural norms and 
manners. 

GREETINGS AND FAREWELL
Deaf people usually greet each other with a hug. The form of greeting chosen for 
hearing people depends on how close the relationship between them is.

YOUTH TOOLKITPART 3
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• Make eye contact. Eye contact is essential. When eye contact is 
broken, communication is broken, and deaf people perceive this 
as rude. 

• Speak clearly 
• Do not scream or speak too slowly: This distorts your mouth and 

draws the attention of others.
• Bright environment / no backlighting / avoid shadows 
• Do not put anything in or around your mouth (chewing gum, your 

hands, sunglasses, etc.). You probably are not aware of how much 
you communicate through your eyes and facial expressions. If 
you are wearing sunglasses, take them off. If you can add facial 
expressions to emphasise a point (smile, roll your eyes, raise your 
eyebrows), do so.

• Use gestures and visual cues. Point to the object that you are 
talking about or touch it. Wait until eye contact has been made 
before continuing. 

• Distance: not too close, not too far away. When deaf people sign 
with each other, the distance between them is usually greater than 
between hearing people.  

• Write things down (paper & pen, mobile phone / tablet etc.) 

http://www.signsforhandshakes.eu/en/start/jugendtoolkit/kommunikationstipps 

COMMUNICATION TIPS

YOUTH TOOLKITPART 3
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SERVICE

TECHNICAL AIDS 
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for companies

• Light-signal systems: They make acoustic signals visible (e.g. ringing 
of the door and telephone bell)
• Optical smoke detector
• Alarm clock with light or vibration
• Digital wristwatches with vibration

• Radio equipment: A supplement to the light-signal system or a new 
possibility for communication (keyword “danger zone”)
• Light alarms, for example, for forklift drivers
• Induction loops

• Chat programmes: Skype, Facebook Messenger, Whatsapp, email 
programmes

• Intercom system with display: Lip-reading is not possible, only with 
Austrian Sign Language competence

• Doormat at reception (customer service) with light or vibration

• Pager

Technical Assistance for the Deaf in Vienna offers support in the acquisition of 
technical aids in the workplace: from initial consultation to final installation and 
financing.

COMPENSATING FOR DISADVANTAGES
Policies regarding compensation for disadvantages during entrance 
examinations aim to ensure that a person‘s hearing impairment does not 
affect the test results. Evaluation is adjusted for the hearing impaired.

This is done for example through
• The testing period: Deaf people get 1.5 times more time for a test
• Oral examination: Interpretation is provided in Austrian Sign 

SERVICE FOR COMPANIESPART 4
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REGISTERED DISABLED PERSONS IN THE WORKPLACE
Registered disabled persons are persons who have a disability rating of at 
least 50% as determined by the Ministry for Social Affairs. 

EMPLOYMENT AND COMPENSATION TAX
All employers who employ a total of 25 or more employees in the federal 
territory are obliged to hire at least one registered disabled person for 
every 25 employees. Employers can also fulfil this obligation by employing 
registered disabled persons as employees part-time. 

Language
• Consecutive errors: are considered as only one error for Deaf people
• Test instructions: are interpreted in sign language at the beginning
• Oral information: is written out
• Document design should be as visual as possible
• Exam type: no multiple-choice tests

PROTECTION AGAINST DISMISSAL
Special protection against dismissal exists for Deaf workers only after four years. 
Within the first four years of employment, there is no difference to hearing 
employees. At the end of the four-year period, consent must be obtained from the 
Disability Committee of the Ministry for Social Affairs in the event of dismissal. 
This does not apply in the case of a justified, immediate dismissal, amicable 
solution, termination by the employee or entitled withdrawal of the employee. 
Deaf persons are therefore given special protection against dismissal after four 
years, but no absolute protection against termination. 

PART 4
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SERVICE-POINTS FOR COMPANIES
equalizent

Offer:
• Further education for Deaf people at work
• Advice for companies on the integration of deaf employees
• Diversity management
• Training of Deaf persons to improve their career opportunities
• Sign language courses for the hearing
• Contact: www.equalizent.com

Employment service

Offer:
• Support for employers
• Support for apprenticeships
• Consulting for companies
• Advice for job seekers
• Contact: www.ams.at

Ministry for Social Affairs  

Offer:
• Support
• Financial subsidies
• Legal: 

• Registered disabled persons
• Employment obligation
• Compensation tax
• Taxes and tax benefits
• Protection against dismissal

• Support structures
• Interpretation services
• Contact: www.sozialministeriumservice.at 

PART 4
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Witaf
Seit 1865 im Dienste der Gehörlosen

Witaf

Offer:
• Technical occupational assistance - Consulting for companies and the Deaf in 

relation to technical aids (e.g. signal systems, personnel pagers-transmitters, 
requirements for the technical optimisation of workplaces)

• Employment assistance - Advice to employees and employers in the event of 
threatened job loss

• Job coaching
• Contact: www.witaf.at

My Ability

Offer:
• Business consulting – Opportunities for people with disabilities
• Consulting for successful diversity management
• Contact: www.myability.org

PART 4

http://www.witaf.at
http://www.myability.org
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